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Burglar Bill 1999
janet and allan ahlberg s hilarious picture book burglar bill burglar bill is
an entertaining picture book by the iconic british husband and wife picture
book team janet and allan ahlberg creators of peepo perfect as a bedtime story
and for children learning to read who s that creeping down the street who s
that climbing up the wall who s that coming through the window who s that it s
burglar bill allan ahlberg has published over 100 children s books and with his
late wife janet created many award winning children s picture books including
cops and robbers it was a dark and stormy night each peach pear plum and the
kate greenaway medal winning the jolly postman look out for these other
classics by allan ahlberg kicking a ball the baby s catalogue cops and robbers
each peach pear plum the one and only two heads son of a gun the little worm
book two wheels two heads funny bones a pair of sinners happy families peepo
the ha ha bonk book help your child to read ten in a bed please mrs butler
daisy chains yum yum playmates foldaways woof the cinderella show the jolly
postman the jolly christmas postman the jolly pocket postman the clothes horse
and other stories the mighty slide starting school heard it in the playground
the bear nobody wanted it was a dark and stormy night the giant baby baby
sleeps blue buggy doll and teddy see the rabbit please mrs butler the better
brown stories the boyhood of burglar bill

Bill and Pete to the Rescue 1998-04-13
little jane allison crocodile has been kidnapped by the bad guy s big bad
brother from louisiana stowing away on a ship bound for new orleans bill and
his bird buddy pete head to the rescue but when pete gets caught by the rich
lady it s up to bill to save the day kids and parents everywhere will love
tomie depaola s hilarious story featuring the egyptian pair s first visit to
the united states

Bill and Pete to the Rescue 2001-04-23
bill the crocodile and pete the plover set out to save bill s cousin who has
been captured with other endangered animals and taken to an exotic animal farm

Bill and Pete 1996-07-16
tomie depaola has created two memorable friends in this wonderfully funny
picture book bill the crocodile and pete his toothbrush bird friend were
inspired by the egyptian plover which does indeed act as a crocodile toothbrush
their adventures together along the banks of the river nile which include bill
s first day at crocodile school and an encounter with the bad guy from cairo
are filled with the originality and offbeat humor of this favorite author
artist



Each Peach Pear Plum 2011-09-01
in this book with your little eye take a look and play i spy so starts the
classic story from best selling author illustrator team janet and allan ahlberg
each peach pear plum introduces favourite fairy tale characters such as tom
thumb and the three bears and with a poem on each page hinting as to what is
hiding in the picture children are encouraged to participate and follow the
story themselves now available in digital format this well known favourite
truly is a modern classic

Peter and Pepe the Puffin and the Mystery of the
Dollar Bill 2021-03-23
peter is a precious little boy on the autism spectrum who often finds the world
a puzzling place and this is especially true with language he gets upset when
he becomes confused but luckily he has a special friend pepe the puffin to
explain things to him genre everyone loves a mystery peter and pepe explore the
many mysteries of american history hidden all around them through the prism of
the dollar bill

Bill and Stanley 1987
bumps in the night is one of the titles in allan ahlberg s iconic children s
picture book series about skeletons funnybones despite being set in a dark dark
house this brightly coloured book is perfect for early readers no matter where
they are the two skeletons keep going bump in the night clonk there s only one
thing to do send for doctor bones there can be few families in the british
isles who do not possess at least one well thumbed ahlberg independent on
sunday allan ahlberg has published over 100 children s books and with his late
wife janet created such award winning children s picture books including peepo
each peach pear plum and the kate greenaway medal winning the jolly postman
other titles in the funnybones series include funnybones mystery tour the ghost
train the pet shop the black cat dinosaur dreams skeleton crew give the dog a
bone and a brilliant bone rattling collection all of which are available from
puffin

Funnybones: Bumps in the Night 2018-09-20
this pocket sized miscellany packed with fascinating facts handy hints and
captivating stories and quotes from the world of birds is perfect for anyone
who knows the incomparable joy of birdwatching

The Joy of Birdwatching 2015-02-12
coronation year 1953 and in oldbury a coronation football competition is
organized the boys from the bottom pitch get a team up but there s no chance



they ll win of course they re just the odds and sods one of them is even a girl
but they re all football crazy and ready and eager to beat off the opposition a
funny and moving story of football and friendship in a world when the streets
were full of kids and empty of cars not only for boys and girls of 9 there s a
real pull of nostalgia for adults as well and of course for all lovers of
football whether on the pitch or in the park

Journeys Into Literacy 1986
stanley s home life goes awry when he suddenly finds himself with a new feline
sister making friends with this perplexing creature is not easy stanley s big
friendly sniff is met with an abrupt thwack from the cat s paw rowp yelps
stanley no fair even less fair is the way his people blame him for causing
trouble when all he s trying to do is make friends is it stanley s fault the
cat doesn t understand dog talk given time and a bit of mutual understanding
can peace and purring reign in stanley s house young readers familiar with the
dog s eye view of stanley and his world will rejoice at the addition of fluffy
the cat

The Boyhood of Burglar Bill 2008-03-06
storytime giants provides large format versions of favourite picture stories by
well known authors this is a rhyming text

Stanley's Little Sister 2022-10-04
peepo is the much loved picture book classic by janet and allan ahlberg peepo
is a modern classic that continues to delight generations of babies and
toddlers and their parents a perfect gift for new babies and parents no home
should be without a copy here s a little baby one two three standing in his cot
what does he see praise for peepo the best book ever published for babies books
for your children surely no one baby child or adult could fail to enjoy peepo
sunday telegraph a book to last a lifetime this is a perfect book for sharing
nursery world allan ahlberg has published over 100 children s books and with
his late wife janet created many award winning children s picture books the
baby s catalogue was inspired by their daughter jessica the ahlbergs books are
nursery bookshelf standards and have been the recipient of worldwide acclaim
and awards including the kate greenaway medal

Cops and Robbers 2000
first published in 1927 the baby bird and its problems is a vintage treatise on
young birds with a special focus on their early development and common ailments
the author combined the simple observations of the naturalist with contemporary
scientific understanding making for fascinating and informative reading this
volume is highly recommended for those with an interest in ornithology and it
is not to be missed by collectors of vintage bird watching literature contents



include the call of spring the homes in which the baby birds are born the eggs
from which the nesting birds are hatched the baby bird within the egg how young
birds are protected against their enemies how and on what young birds are fed
how and on what young birds are fed continued how the nursery in some cases is
kept clean how young birds are affected by the heat etc many vintage books such
as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this
volume now in an affordable modern high quality addition complete with a
specially commissioned new introduction on ornithology

Peepo! 2011-09-01
from the caldecott medal winning author of the snowy day ezra jack keats peter
s chair is a picture book classic about a sibling rivalry peter the hero of
many of ezra jack keats award winning books has a new baby sister when she
arrives his parents paint his old baby furniture pink for the new baby there s
only one thing they haven t painted yet though his little blue chair he ll do
whatever it takes to save it even run away this is a gentle and reassuring
story about sibling rivalry and a perfect gift for any family expecting a new
baby

The Baby Bird and Its Problems 2017-09-29
this fully revised fourth edition outlines seven strands of practice for three
to six year old children designed to develop the skills concepts and knowledge
underpinning literacy in the early years accompanying each strand are clear
explanations of the research and reasoning on which they are based practical
advice on helping children transfer their learning into their own child
initiated activities to build a genuine and solid foundation for literacy is
integral to the book

Australian National Bibliography 1978
celebrates how all the animals in the world make their own music in their own
way some singing low some singing higher

Peter's Chair 1998-08-01
mrs wobble loves her job as a waitress but oh dear there s one big problem she
wobbles and when she wibbles and wobbles and drops jelly everywhere it s time
for a new job luckily mr wobble and all the wobble children have a cunning plan

Foundations of Literacy 2013-01-01
this ebook includes audio narration the author and illustrator team behind the
classic brown bear brown bear what do you see turn their extraordinary talents
to the theme of animal conservation thirty five years after their first
groundbreaking collaboration the creators of brown bear brown bear what do you



see and polar bear polar bear what do you hear reunite to address the important
topic of animal conservation a bald eagle soars a spider monkey swings a
macaroni penguin struts and a red wolf sneaks through bill martin jr s rhythmic
text and eric carle s vibrant images and all are watched over by our best hope
for the future a dreaming child panda bear panda bear what do you see is a 2004
bank street best children s book of the year narrated by gwyneth paltrow

All God's Critters Got a Place in the Choir 1993
presents numerous ways of making puppets and ideas for using these to develop
speaking and listening skills with young children

Mrs Wobble the Waitress 2017-06-01
first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See? 2013-06-25
the things ned speaks of become reality until a knowing art teacher solves his
problem with paper and paints

Puppet Talk 1997
a classic picture book by eric carle and bill martin jr brown bear brown bear
what do you see exuberantly coloured artwork and favourite animals make this
rhythmic story the perfect introduction to looking and learning about colours
each spread leads seamlessly into the next and young children will delight in
eric s colourful collage animals and simple repetitive language eric carle is
an internationally bestselling and award winning author and illustrator of
books for very young children eric lives in massachusetts with his wife barbara
the carles opened the eric carle museum of picture book art in massachusetts in
2002 don t miss all the other very hungry caterpillar and eric carle books the
very hungry caterpillar eric carle s very special baby book polar bear polar
bear what do you hear the very busy spider the very quiet cricket the artist
who painted a blue horse 1 2 3 to the zoo baby bear baby bear what do you see
the very hungry caterpillar pop up book polar bear polar bear what do you hear
the very hungry caterpillar s buggy book brown bear brown bear what do you see
the bad tempered ladbybird the very hungry caterpillar little learning library
the very hungry caterpillar touch and feel playbook my very first book of words
the very hungry caterpillar book and toy little cloud today is monday my very
first book of shapes the very hungry caterpillar s sound book the very hungry
caterpillar from head to toe the very hungry caterpillar big board book draw me
a star mister seahorse do you want to be my friend the tiny seed



Teaching Through Texts 2002-02-07
pictures of health offers essential and imaginative ideas and activities to
enrich the teaching of pshe with children aged ojfl years provides an
interesting variety of ways to deliver and display childrens work in pshe
stimulating activities to meet the non statutory framework for pshe and
citizenship for ks1 and ks2 opportunities for using popular literacy based
texts for delivering health related issues the themes cover feelings and
relationships growing and growing up managing change living in a drug using
world healthy lifestyles and safety citizenship

Incredible Ned 1999
this book focuses on the inter relationship between reading writing and
speaking and listening psychologists and educationalists influenced by the work
of vygotsky have emphasised the importance of social interaction in learning
and the national writing oracy and linc projects highlighted the need for
quality interactive pupil discourse and effective teacher pupil interaction
however although the dfee claims that the successful teaching of literacy is
characterised by good quality oral work speaking and listening is not included
in the national literacy strategy framework and the literacy training pack does
not address the issue literacy and learning through talk blends theory research
and practice to show how an integrated programme of work can be developed to
ensure that literacy is taught in a vibrant and stimulating way strategies for
developing successful group work and whole class interactive discourse are
examined and effective teaching roles and questioning techniques are explored
transcripts of group discussions and examples of children s work illustrate
various points and work plans and practical classroom activities are described

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, what Do You See? 1995
obra que proporciona pautas comunes para unificar objetivos contenidos y
criterios de evaluación en los centros participantes

Pictures of Health 2003
each night mungo reads his favourite story a swashbuckling tale of danger
kidnap and rescue but one night the hero captain flinn isn t there to save the
day so mungo decides to take action he takes a deep breath and bravely jumps
into the story and his very own pirate adventure with a lot of courage and a
little help from the purple berserker bird mungo rescues admiral mainbrace and
the plucky cabin girl nora from the clutches of villainous barnacle bill and a
whole host of horrible pirates



LITERACY and LEARNING THROUGH TALK 2000-07-16
kitty killin is not only a good storyteller but also the world s greatest
expert when it comes to mothers having new and unwanted boyfriends particularly
when there s a danger they might turn into new and unwanted stepfathers

Orientaciones para el desarrollo del currículo
integrado hispano-británico en educación infantil
2006
this practical book from ros bayley is designed to enable every practitioner to
help children manage their emotions this title looks at the whole range of
emotions that children feel and enable any practitioner to help children
recognise these emotions and talk about them brimming with ideas for using
puppets toys pictures games and stories this is a must have book for any
practitioner looking to manage the emotions of children in their care

Mungo and the Picture Book Pirates 2006
julius lester and jerry pinkney s warm humorous retelling of a popular african
american folk ballad when john henry was born the birds bears rabbits and even
a unicorn came to see him he grew so fast he burst right through the porch roof
and laughed so loud he scared the sun soon john henry is swinging two huge
sledgehammers to build roads pulverizing boulders and smashing rocks to
smithereens he s stronger than ten men and can dig through a mountain faster
than a steam drill nothing can stop john henry and his courage stays with us
forever a caldecott honor book this is a tall tale and heroic myth a
celebration of the human spirit the story is told with rhythm and wit humor and
exageration and with a heart catching immediacy that connects the human and the
natural world booklist starred review another winning collaboration from the
master storyteller and gifted artist of tales of uncle remus fame school
library journal a great american hero comes fully to life in this epic
retelling filled with glorious detailed watercolors this carefully crafted
updating begs to be read aloud for its rich rhythmic storytelling flow and the
suitably oversize illustrations amplify the text publishers weekly

Goggle-Eyes 2001-07-05
this touching story about a young boy coping with his grandfather s disability
has long been one of tomie depaola s most popular picture books now for the
first time it is available in a larger format full color edition perfect for
family sharing readers of all ages will love to watch grandpa bob teach bobby
to walk and how bobby returns the favor when bob has a stroke all in
beautifully rich full color



Exploring Emotions 2012-07-30
this newly revised second edition looks at ways in which teachers can develop
children s abilities in speaking and listening as required by the national
curriculum the authors discuss the links between language and learning offer
case studies and suggestions for classroom practice and provide stimulating
activities to help pupils to become more articulate coherent and effective in
standard english the book is a suitable text for students taking primary
initial teacher training courses it will also be welcomed as a practical
handbook for primary teachers

John Henry 1999-12-01
a comprehensive monograph on the atlantic puffin with its colourful beak and
fast whirring flight this is the most recognisable and popular of all north
atlantic seabirds puffins spend most of the year at sea but for a few months of
the year the come to shore nesting in burrows on steep cliffs or on
inaccessible islands awe inspiring numbers of these birds can sometimes be seen
bobbing on the sea or flying in vast wheels over the colony bringing fish in
their beaks back to the chicks however the species has declined sharply over
the last decade this is due to a collapse in fish stocks caused by overfishing
and global warming combined with an exponential increase in pipefish which can
kill the chicks the puffin is a revised and expanded second edition of poyser s
1984 title on these endearing birds widely considered to be a poyser classic it
includes sections on their affinities nesting and incubation movements foraging
ecology survivorship predation and research methodology particular attention is
paid to conservation with the species considered an important indicator of the
health of our coasts

Now One Foot, Now the Other 2005-05-19
meet nancy carlson s peppy pig a character who is full of good feelings about
herself her story will leave little ones feeling good about themselves too
little ones in need of positive reinforcement will find it here an exuberant
pig proclaims i like me she likes the way she looks and all her activities when
she makes a mistake she picks herself up and tries again booklist wonderful in
its simplicity here s a story that will help kids feel good about themselves
boston globe

Teaching Speaking and Listening in the Primary School
2014-06-03
panda bear panda bear what do you see i see a bald eagle soaring by me the
creators of the children s classic brown bear brown bear what do you see team
up again in this special book about a very important topic endangered animals a
bald eagle soars a spider monkey swings a macaroni penguin struts and a red



wolf sneaks through bill martin jr s rhythmic text and eric carle s vibrant
images and all are watched over by our best hope for the future a dreaming
child

The Puffin 2011-11-21
a bilingual english and spanish board book edition of bill martin and eric
carle s classic picture book baby bear baby bear what do you see oso bebé oso
bebé qué ves ahí baby bear baby bear what do you see is the final collaboration
from this bestselling author illustrator team young readers will enjoy baby
bear s quest to find mama and they ll revel in identifying each of the native
north american animals that appear along the way the central focus on the
special bond between mama and baby makes a fitting finale to a beloved series
oso bebé oso bebé qué ves ahí es la última colaboración del equipo autor
ilustrado más vendido los lectores jóvenes disfrutarán la aventura de oso bebé
en búsqueda de mamá y se divertirán identificando cada uno de los animales
nativos a norte américa que aparecen en el camino el enfoque en la conexión
especial entre mamá y bebé hacen de este libro un final perfecto para una serie
tan adorada

I Like Me! 1990-05-15
written for teachers nursery nurses students and parents by experienced nursery
staff this is an essential guide to organizing resourcing and teaching in pre
school settings

Panda Bear, Panda Bear, what Do You See? 2003
a humorous and very personal guide written by bill bailey about his favourite
british birds complete with drawings notes and cartoons by the comedian himself
when herons are spooked they have a habit of vomiting as a defence half
digested pieces of eel and water vole skull on your head is not a good look
just so you know bill bailey s wonderfully charming and informative book on the
birds he loves is now available as a handy easy to carry pocket paperback
packed with the comedian s observations illustrations and sketches this edition
is perfect for birdwatching expeditions with new information for proper
twitchers including a british birds checklist a list of the best birdwatching
sites in the uk suggestions of bird spotting equipment information about
joining a birdwatching club bailey takes us on a journey around the british
isles zooming in on those birds that enthuse him the most whether it s what
they eat where they fly to or how they communicate these birds are always
fascinating and he introduces us to their weird and wonderful ways in a manner
that is always entertaining if you re a parent who d like to appear a bit
clever when your child asks you the name of a bird if you want to find a new
and healthy hobby that takes you outdoors or whether quite simply you want to
understand a bit more about our natural environment and have a laugh at the
same time this is the companion book to have funny and insightful and



positively crackling with energy knowledge and wit this beautiful paperback
will delight bailey s fans birds as well as those who fancy a bit of armchair
escapism alongside music and stand up one of bailey s favourite pastimes is
birdwatching which he has been doing since he was a child in the west country
his fondest memories are of family outings with parents grandparents and
cousins ticking the birds off in his little observer s book of birds as he has
said about those formative years birdwatching gave a purpose to the day and a
love of the natural world which has carried on into my adult life

Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See? / Oso bebé,
oso bebé, ¿qué ves ahí? (Bilingual board book -
English / Spanish) 2020-06-16

Planning the Pre-5 Setting 2013-07-04

Bill Bailey's Remarkable Guide to British Birds
2018-05-31
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